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Develop your food delivery app with a user-friendly interface, real-time tracking and robust features. Complete 
numerous deliveries via the most optimized paths to lower delivery time and cost. With extensive experience 
in building food delivery apps for organizations of all sizes, CodeFencers can help you bring your vision into 

reality.

Our proficient food delivery app developers help our clients to develop an app that matches the user’s 
requirements and enable them to reach their customer base. Partner with us to develop an extensive food 

delivery app consisting of a delivery agent app, restaurant admin app, food ordering app, etc. for both mobile 
and web versions.

Escalate your food delivery app business to a new level by developing an interactive admin dashboard that runs seamlessly. The 
Admin Dashboard facilitates many restaurant owners to oversee the entire food delivery process. With our fully-integrated 

advanced features on the food delivery app-admin page, our developers make it convenient for the restaurant owner to handle 
all the orders and deliveries.

At CodeFencers, our developers build intuitive and user-friendly customer app to make it easier for the users to navigate all 
features. The users can manage all details on their food delivery and order as the app includes real-time tracking, secure 

payment option, order history, real-time requests, etc. The app is specifically developed with robust features to check their 
order details and place an order without any hassle.

Find competitors lists and call to action on one roof.

Our experienced developers build a food delivery app that has robust features that facilitates the visitors to search for multiple 
restaurants that are nearby and order from their favourite diners. The visitors can easily browse through the menu of several 
restaurants, compare the prices and select the best deal. We develop a food app where customers will find restaurant ratings, 

pricing, feedback and review.

Get the delivery boy information with a smooth and easily accessible food delivery app. It makes the entire 
process convenient to manage delivery assignments as the admin can keep track of the deliveries, real-time 

location, etc. The delivery boy can also navigate through the order and apply a filter option without browsing 
through the long list of orders.

Handle the entire food delivery and order process via the Admin dashboard panel.

Navigate and manage all order details in one place.

Build a food delivery app 
like Swiggy / Zomato
Identify clients behaviour, supervise daily orders, monitor delivery and more by 
developing a food delivery app like Swiggy and Zomato. CodeFencers helps their 
clients to build an innovative food delivery app that has a secure payment option 
to make it more secure and convenient for clients to select from endless food 
restaurants and pay for their online orders safely.

Our experienced and professional developers build a food delivery mobile app to 
facilitate multiple orders while keeping track of the delivery with just a few taps. 
Our developers build an app that has an innovative navigating experience and 
interactive display of the services to boost the time spent on the food delivery 
app. Handle and track food deliveries with real-time location of the food order.

We provide delivery startups and aggregators a custom 
on-demand food delivery app development solution.

Create a seamless food ordering app experience for your 
customers and get more ROI from your food outlets.

Build a tailored food delivery app solution to provide a 
smooth experience to every user.
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Technology Stacks
LoremThe roots of great-performing mobile apps are nothing but a robust technology stack. Hence, we make sure you choose 

only the best technology stack to make your app resilient against any harm.

Flutter Laravel PHP HTML5 MySQl Firebase

Cost to develop Food and Restaurant App
CodeFencers facilitates an extensive package of food delivery app development to match the requirements of their diverse clients. The  

food delivery app cost depends upon the features, functionalities and other important factors. We, as one of the leading food delivery app  
development agencies, can help you find the right package at competitive prices. Get in touch with our experts today to build an intuitive  

food delivery app for your business. 
 


